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Scott Wilson were Project Managers and contract administrators for the Living Rain Forest project.
The Living Rain Forest explores links between rainforests, people and nature through education, conservation and
sustainable living . It offers a unique educational visit for people of all ages and abilities to learn how the future of rain
forests and other ecosystems is closely connected to human lifestyles, and the challenges this poses for science,
technology and society.
For more information on the Living Rainforest please visit www.livingrainforest.org
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CHAIRMAN'S UPDATE

Changing for
the better

Update from Geoff French
I would like to welcome all our new colleagues who are

year -

reading Exchange for the first time, and wish all our staff

competition - and are currently short-listed for another

presented by Shares Magazine against stiff

a Happy Chinese New Year. The timing of Chinese New

similar award . We have learnt a lot as a business, but

Year, on 1Bth February, coincides perfectly with the themes

there is still much to achieve over the next few years.

of this edition of Exchange: growth and change. The exciting

Patricia

opportunities arising from the combination of Scott Wilson,

Development Director, sets out some of the challenges

Vickers, our

newly

appointed

Corporate

Ferguson McllVeen, Cameron Taylor, DGP International

before us as we keep pace with the increasing

and Roscoe Postle Associates provides a new start in

expectations from our clients and Investors.

some market sectors, and a stronger position in others.

As we move towards the end of our financial year, there

Many of the articles in this edition feature these new

is also an opportunity for reflection. I'm pleased to see my

opportunities, and highlight the wealth of talent that has

old friend and colleague Bob McKittrick sharing his thoughts

joined us. Ron Wall, our Joint CEO, has been one of the

on retirement and his ambitions for the future. Our thanks

driving forces In these changes, and he puts them into

and best wishes go to him, Jim McCafferty, Peter Garratt

context in his Inside Scott Wilson article.
Integration will inevitably generate some challenges,

and other long-serving members of Scott Wilson who are
retiring or semi-retiring this year.

and In this issue, you'll hear what two of our functional

The Chinese Year of the Pig is said to bring good fortune

leaders, Stephen Leach and Georgina Corbett, have to

to those in business. I'm told by our colleagues in China

say on the subject.
Change is something we all came to terms with during
an exciting 2006. The first anniversary of Scott Wilson's

that tolerance, optimism and fun are characteristics
bestowed on those born in this year. I think these are
excellent attributes for us all to embrace in 2007.

flotation on the London Stock Exchange is on the 15th
March. Last year, though we were eager to experience our
newfound status, we felt a little trepidation about answering
to external stakeholders for the very first time. However,
despite our inexperience in this new world, things have
gone extremely well. Since our flotation, we've made
several strategic acquisitions and have seen our share
price rise considerably. We also recently won IPO of the
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PROJECT UPDATE

Our recent acquisitions have brought a wealth of knowledge and experience to Scott Wilson . together with an impressive
list of new clients. We give you a flavour of these by focusing on three of their latest projects.

DGPi consortium
wins preferred
bidder status for
Manchester PFI
We reach the next stage of
one of Europe's largest waste
management programmes

Ferguson Mcllveen, now part of Scott Wilson, recently

Line, the design is also reflective of Its rich history.

completed White Star House for the Northern Ireland

For example, three exposed prow-shaped support pillars

Science Park (NISP). The development sits within

have been Integrated into the building's structure and frame

the historical 185 acre Trtanic Quarter site that's expected to

the main entrance. These pillars reach the same height that

become - at £1 billion - Europe's largest waterfront urban

the Titantic's bow stood above the waterline. The overall

regeneration project. White Star House is NISP's fourth

form of the building echoes that of a shipyard gantry, under

building, to be developed as part of the Science Park's

which White Star's liners would have been built.

initiative to offer technologically advanced space for

The bold, four-storey 4,000m' structure incorporates the

companies to develop ideas and create sound products

client's ethos of technological innovation, and follows on

and services.

from the industrial Innovation for which the site is famous.

The building's design was led by the firm, who acted as

Industrial themes continue inside with bare wire, metal and

its architects, structural engineers and digital animators.

exposed concrete. The design also includes highly

The building sits beside Thompson dock - which was once

sustainable features, including a groundwater extraction

The consortium was led by waste management firm Viridor

the largest of its kind in the world - and Its associated pump

cooling system.

and Laing. In total, the Greater Manchester Waste Disposal

house, where the Trtanic and her sister ships were fitted out

White Star House has already been featured on television

Authority (GMWDA) expects to spend £3.5 billion over

and repaired. Thompson Dock was the Titanic's last berth

news, gained front page coverage in Perspective Magazine

a twenty-five year waste management concession period.

before leaving Belfast.

and appeared in Urban Design. It's no surprise. Softly lit at

DGP International, who were recently acquired by

Not surprisingly, shipping themes have been incorporated

night, White Star House stands as a beacon to those arriving

Scott Wilson, are the multi-discipline designer to the

into the development. Not only is the building named in

in Belfast by air and sea - a new landmark on an industrial

consortium's constructor, Costain.

recognition of the owners of the Titanic, White Star Shipping

skyline. A highly visible showcase of our talent.

The contract involves providing waste services for the
1.4 million tonnes of municipal solid waste that's generated
each year in the Manchester area. It's thought to be the
largest waste services contract in Western Europe, involving
at least £300 million of new infrastructure Investment.
The consortium's proposal includes waste minimization
measures and ensures 50% of waste is recycled or
composted . The 'residual' waste treatment involves

Tri-generation supports
sustainability at Tesco

a combination of mechanical biological treatmen~ anaerobic

co•

digestion and the production of a stable fuel for power

Cameron Taylor - which Scott Wilson acquired in December

demands. Models show a net saving of 1.100 tonnes of

generation. Tua GMWOi\ propose to build a combined heat and

2006 - has been working with Tesco on a number of fronts

per year, which becomes a tradable commodity, a 24%

power plant that can generate steam and electricity using

to provide the supermarket giant with renewable and

reduction in the site's carbon footprint and a net return of

'fuel' derived from the processed 'residual' waste streams.

sustainable solutions for new store construction and larger

over £132,000 per year. What's particularly interesting is the

mixed use schemes.

way we've adapted the technology into a modular standalone

However, there is still much to do ln order to achieve
financial close, including due diligence work, finalising sites

In January 2007 Tesco stated that all their new stores

for new investment and consulting local communities about

would emit, on average, at least 50% less carbon than

packaged plantroom configuration. This means we can

planning applications. DGP lntemationaVScott Wilson is quickly

an equivalent 2006 store. This would be achieved through

Tri-generation will be delivered to four test sites. If it's

putting together a dedicated project team to start the work.

a mix of innovative design, improved energy efficiency and

successful, it will be rolled out across a significant number

implement it into existing stores in a retrofit form.

The award of Preferred Bidder status to the Viridor/Laing

locally generated renewable and low carbon technology power.

of Tesco stores over the coming years. Furthermore,

consortium coincides with the imminent award of the £2.4

Part of our solution involved using tri-generation, where

tri-generation can be adapted to other food retailers, new

billion Lancashire Waste PFI to a similar Bovis/GRD

heat created through power generation Is captured and used

markets and for other clients who need a combination

partnership, of which DGPi is also a key member.

for heating and cooling. A typical retail store's combined heat

of either heating, cooling, refrigeration or process loads.

The long-term management of municipal solid waste in

and power gas engine will provide hot water to supply

The development team are producing other sustainable

the UK is an emerging market sector requiring significant

an absorption chiller. This in turn will distribute chilled water

models for Tesco too, such as open loop ground source and

capital investment DGP International are pursuing several

into new air handling units for environmental cooling and

photo voltaic systems. Hopefully, these projects will gain the

other Waste Management PFls in the UK and hope to

roof-mounted display refrigeration packs. The equipment

same momentum and results.

secure additional appointments later this year.

can run 24/7 and meet the majority of the new stores' energy
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INSIDE SCOTT WILSON

Change is never easy, yet recently it seems to have been a constant within
Scott Wilson. Almost all of us will have been affected in some way. At the end
of 2005 Scott Wilson employed just under 4000 people worldwide, twelve
months later this had increased to just over 5000 through a combination of
organic growth and acquisitions.What is the strategy behind this growth and
what challenges does it present?

Our acquisition strategy

The challenge
for IT
The need for a robust and reliable IT
infrastructure cannot be overstated
advises Stephen Leach
Try working for a few hours with no computer, no email, no

'Build and buy' approach is the path to success explains Ron Wall, CEO

word documents, no access to time sheets and no link to the
Internet - just see how long you can last.

Our five-year Strategic Plan

In terms of finding a balance to our regional activities,

is focused on improving our

Ferguson Mcllveen also gives us a substantial platform for

standing compared to our

expansion into the Republic of Ireland and Northern England.

finance and HR, and ultimately fos1ers a single company ethos.

peers. It involves more than

From a sector point of view, the acquisition of Cameron

IT underpins everything we do, which is why every new

Taylor has provided us with a high-profile presence in

acquisition brings Its own set of unique integration challenges.

doubling
revenue

our

current

by 2012,

but

recognises the need to

proper!Y, particularly In the private arena , and principally in
the South-East

have a balanced portfolio

DGPi, operating mainly from the North-West of England,

across all our sectors -

gives us real muscle in the important high-growth nuclear,

transport, property, environment and natural resources.

petro-chemical and pharmaceutical markets - adding depth

An integrated IT infrastructure allows inter-office working.
It enables us to use single UK applications for key teams like

At the most basic level, data communications networks
need to be connected and incompatibilities in arcane
features like IP addresses need to be resolved. So far we've
been lucky, but one day it will become a major issue. There
are other factors too, like IT security policies. They have to

In recent years, our activities have been dominated

to our portfolio in terms of property, environment and

quickly be agreed on and implemented, because if the

by transport. Spreading our efforts sensibly across sectors,

natural resources. These acquisitions have added over 700

integrity of either network is compromised, the company

regions and client types is part of our Market Risk Mitigation

people to our staff and underline our ability to deliver against

could come to a standstill. Beyond these, we have to

Plan, and will ensure we can cope with any challenges the

a clear plan with clear objectives.

future may bring.

The biggest post-acquisition challenge concerns

To deliver this strategy, the group has to grow at

integration: making the most of our new additions without

a sustainable rate both organically and by strategic

hindering our business performance. It's a process that's

acquisitions. When we look at acquisition targets, our main

controlled by Integration Managers, under the guidance

consider the compatibility of machine operating systems,
e-mail systems and logon information. They can all present
significant problems.
Strictiy speaking, these technical issues only scratch the
surface of any major integration programme. Only after these

consideration is mitigating market risks: embracing emerging

of Divisional CEOs. Our three latest additions have been

areas have been addressed can we start work on other, more

and high grow1h sectors and geographical markets;

spread across three different divisions, which gives everyone

complicated finance, SOE, HR and marketing applications.

delivering additional skills into key areas; and adding further

the chance to focus on the job at hand.

substance to key parts of our business. Every acquisition

Scott Wilson has a history of successful public sector

must also have a strong cultural fit and share the same

acquisitions, ranging from the Road Construction Unit in the

values as Scott Wilson.

The purchase of Ferguson Mdlveen brought us a prominent

East Midlands to the Commission for the New Towns
In Telford, Basildon and Peterborough, and the British Rail

position in Northern Ireland, mainly in our principal sectors.

Design offices in Swindon and Glasgow. Added to private

With the cessation of hostilities, the area is seeing a

sector acquisitions like Knight Piesold and Peel & Fowler,

significant amount of investment in infrastructure coming from

we're building a reputation for smooth, effective integrations.

the peace dividend, the EU and, importantly, from private funds.

And long may that continue.

Mixing people issues
Acquiring and integrating acquisitions is one of the biggest challenges
facing our HR community says Georgina Corbett, Group HR Director
process must reflect this. After the initial 'honeymoon' period,

The news that Scott Wilson has 'bought' a business can

es1ablished methods in order to rebuild something more aligned.

often herald a period of great uncertainty for many. We can

The challenges are not always obvious. Invariably

relationships can be stormy, with both sides hanging onto

all see the practical differences: IT systems, locations,

organisations will have their own identities, cultures, styles and

strong views, values and ways of doing things. Often there's

contractual terms and conditions, business strategies and

norms. These are not always written down or explicit, but

a sense of loss, regret and resentment that things have

marketing materials. These in themselves present huge

are instead built into the fabric of the company. It's easy

to change. Some people find they camel accept this process

logistical challenges to tie together.

to concentrate on the visible things and forget these

and feel victim to il but the majority will find ways of adapting

important issues - and it's often the clash between these

and moving on. Once this occurs, a much stronger state

ideals that gets in the way of real integration

of affairs emerges.

However, they also mean that we don't start with a level
playing field. In some cases, Scott Wilson may be behind
the acquired organisation, in other cases ahead. Imposing

Acquisitions can sometimes feel like a forced marriage.

The challenge for the HR community is to recognise

one infrastructure on another can affect the morale,

No one asked the employees if they wanted this to happen,

what's happening at every stage a the process. It's important

effectiveness and value of both organisations. The key is

there is virtually no courtship or long-term engagement, and

for us to support integration with practical plans that knit the

to recognise where synergy and best practice lies, and

then everyone is expected to get along. As with all human

organisations together. But we must also facilitate a deeper

implement it across the wider organisation. However, this

relationships, it takes time, patience and understanding

conversation that respects and acknowledges all the issues

causes unavoidable change: the unravelling and discarding of

to really get to know one another, so the integration

that lie beneath the surface.
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SPOTLIGHT ON ACQUISITIONS

Introducing Cameron Taylor
Increasing Scott Wilson's role in property
Cameron Taylor is a successful UK engineering consultancy

A global trend for larger consultancy groups arose from

that serves predominantly private sector clients. Their 335

changes in the market, and in particular because

and Design at King's Cross, the new Planetarium at the

talented people, operating from 12 offices around the country,

of procurement strategies adopted by clients like large-scale

Royal Greenwich Observatory, and conservation projects

have a

at both Cambridge and Oxford Universities.

The Crown Estate and Rio Tinto pie, the University of Art

reputation for innovative design solutions.

framework agreements, contractor-led design and construct

Their specialist disciplines include structural, building services

commissions, and PFI and PPP projects. In response

The Cameron Taylor business is positioned in UK South

and

to these changes, Cameron Taylor's directors recognised

and the acquisition brings our property sector turnover across

infrastructure

engineering;

transportation

and

environmental consultancy; health and safety services;
building surveying; conservation; and latterly town planning
through their subsidiary, Qube.

the need to be part of a much larger organisation.

the group to 25%. John Horgan, CEO of Cameron Taylor, has

Having identified growth in the property sector as a key

joined the Board of UK South so we can get the most from

objective for the immediate future, Scott Wilson saw the

our combined services. He brings new skills to Scott Wilson

acquisition of Cameron Taylor as the perfect opportunity

and will provide valuable leadership for the Property Sector

to fulfil that growth - and to provide a more extensive range

across the company. In another move, John Tubman has

of services to Cameron Taylor's blue-chip client base.

joined the Property Management Board, which includes

In addition, the capabilities of Cameron Taylor's building

all the former Directors of Cameron Taylor.

services team will enable us to address the climate change
and sustainable development concerns of our clients.
Significant recent projects for Cameron Taylor include the
Great Western Quarter in West London, a diverse development
for Barratt, designs for sustainable tri-generation plants for
Tesco (see Project Update for more), new London offices for

Though they became part of Scott Wilson immediately
upon acquisition, in certain markets where Cameron Taylor
is widely recognised, the name will continue to be used
alongside Scott Wilson until clients adjust to the change.
Qube will contlnue to trade under its own name for the
foreseeable future.

Roscoe Postle Associates
- nine months on
Business is booming in the mining industry
In June 2006 Scott Wilson acquired Roscoe Postle

£6 million. It is headed by the former Principal of RPA:

includes significant year-on-year growth - growth that will

Associates Inc. (RPA), an independent consulting company

Graham Clow, based in Toronto.

come organically and by further selective acquisitions.

based in Toronto, Canada. With a turnover of around
£2.5 million, RPA was the first of four major acquisitions to

The new Scott Wilson Mining Group sits within the
International Division and has approximately 65 people -

Establishing a presence in three key areas - China, Russia,
and South America - will be key. In China's case, this will be

take place during the second half of 2006. Nine months on,

20 in Canada, 35 in the UK and 10 In Zambia. The group

helped by Scott Wilson's already significant local operations

the business is blossoming.

combines the specific capabilities of RPA and Scott Wilson's

in other sectors.

RPA specialises in advising major mining companies,

multi-disciplinary services to provide a one-stop-shop for

There are no shortages of opportunities, and the mining

mid-aips, junior mining and exploration companies, financial

geological, mining and environmental consultancy services.

market is expected to remain that way for the foreseeable

institutions, governments, law firms and individual investors

It covers all aspects of mining development, from explorabon

future. The biggest restraint is the availability of qualified

on the technical and commercial aspects of mineral property

through to production and mine closure. Currently, the group

resource. The new mining group is gearing up to deliver the

development. Its client base includes all of the major mining

has assignments in almost every tradltional mining area -

challenging five-year plan by combining management and

companies, including Barrick, Newmont, Anglo-American,

North and South America, Europe, Africa, the Middle East,

gradually transferring Scott Wilson procedures and processes

Rio Tinto, and BHP-Billlton, as well as most of the European

Australia, China, Russia, and the former CIS countries.

to RPA. Jim Hendry, a former RPA principal, has now joined

and North American financial institutions that provide them

A significant part of the group's strategy is to cross-sell the

the UK operation and more staff transfers are planned over

more traditional Scott Wilson services into large mining

the next 12 months. What's already clear, however, is that

The business was integrated into the existing Scott Wilson

projects which need new infrastructure, such as roads,

as a direct result of the RPA acquisition, Mining's contribution

Mining and Environment Group, based in Ashford in South

railways, ports, power supply, and sometimes even airports.

to Group performance has improved enormously.

East England, to form a group with an annual revenue of

A five-year global strategy has been prepared which

with debt and equity facilities.
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SPOTLIGHT ON ACQUISITIONS

DGP International
In one acquisition, we gained an enormous amount of expertise and entry into new markets
DGP International was originally formed in 1972

that embraces civil/structural engineering, mechanical

especially in the regulated market sectors - the DGPi name

as Design Group Partnership (Consulting Engineers) Ltd

and electrical (building services) engineering, architectural

will remain for at least a year.

and provided a full range of multi-disciplinary engineering

and building surveyors, and specialist safety and risk

The acquisition will enable DGPi to offer clients

solutions to industrial clients, including Shell Chemicals,

management teams. Essentially, they offer a 'one-stop' total

a comprehensive range of technical and environmental

North West Water and UKAEA. It's a testimony to their strong

design solution.

services across a large geographical network - the kind

focus on 'client care' that these companies are still with them
30 years on.

As a business, they have focused on working in 'regulated

international pies demand from their consultants. DGPi joined

markets' that require high quallty and safety regulated design

Scott Wilson with a full order book. We've already provided

Design Group Partnership enjoyed a huge change

solutions, with high 'barriers to entry' for potential

technical support to teams in the nuclear, petrochemical and

in fortunes in 1975, when British Nuclear Fuels Limited was

competitors. This focus has given DGPi a strong position

municipal waste markets. The financial strength of Scott

demerged from UKAEA. They had a clear remit: to build

in the nuclear, pharmaceutical, security and custodial, and

Wilson's UK offices has also enabled DGPi to pursue a

a nudear reprocessing business based largely at Sellafield

water and municipal waste sectors, as well as a strong track

number of PFI projects with greater confidence, particularly

in Cumbria. To deliver this works programme, a fresh

record in the power, commercial and telecom markets.

in the waste sector.

generation of young engineers was recruited, many of whom
make up the management team today.

DGPi's dients indude many blue chip companies with whom

In turn, the acquisition of DGPi has given Scott Wilson

they've developed long-term business relationships, including

an immediate foothold in markets with significant growth
opportunities: the nuclear decommissioning and new build

In 1999, the major shareholder retired and members of the

BAE Systems, United Utilities, BP, Shell, ConocoPhillips,

DGP directorate bought his stock as part of a management

Total Oil, Ipsen Biopharm, British Nuclear Group, UKAEA,

programme; the international investment boom in oil and gas

buy-out. The funding bank described it as "an excellent

GE Healthcare and the Home Office Prison Service.

facilities; and the £multi-billion emerging municipal waste

example of succession planning" and the new team renamed

When Scott Wiison acquired them, DGPi employed over

the company DGP International to reflect a growing portfolio

180 staff and had offices In Manchester, Warrington,

practice' management procedures, including 'client care' and

of international work.

Whitehaven (Cumbria) and Thurso (Caithness).

a strong safety culture that will enhance our growth.

In the years since, DGP International (DGPi) has

The business Is being integrated into Central Division.

developed a strong in-house multi-disciplinary design team

However, in recognition of the strong brand equity -

processing market. DGPi also brings a number of 'best

Growing our Central and
Eastern Europe expertise
A year in, and Transprojekt Poznan
1s looking outside Poland's borders

Simon Hindshaw, Scott Wilson's Director responsible for

so the focus is now on growth - not only in Poland's road

the Central and Eastern Europe region, has actively led the

design market, but also in neighbouring states. Taken with our

integration of Transprojekt Poznan with the existing Polish

operations in Lithuania and the Ukraine, Scott Wilson now

Scott Wilson operations. Since both Transprojekt Poznan

employs over 200 staff in the Central and Eastern Europe

It's now over a year since Scott Wilson completed the acquisition

and Scott Wilson shared a common major client, GDDKiA

region, with a forecast turnover for the current financial year

of Transprojekt Poznan, a leading Polish highway design

(the General Directorate for National Roads and Motorways

of around £10 million.

company based in the western Polish city of Poznan. The

in Poland), Transprojekt Poznan was quickly rebranded as

business specialises in the design of motorways, expressways

Scott Wilson.

and other national roads, and significantly strengthened

Since the acquisition, staff numbers in the Poznan office

Scott Wilson's position as a leading player in the Polish road

have increased by over 15% to the current total of 110,

design market. It was also an important element of our

making it the largest of our five offices in Poland. Most

strategy to grow our business in Central and Eastern Europe.

of the two businesses' systems have now been integrated,
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MARKET PROFILE/COUNTRY PROFILE

Ireland - Europe's Celtic Tiger
Making the most of new opportunities on the Emerald Isle

Republic of Ireland
The economic upturn in Northern Ireland still has some way to

go before tt matches the growth in the Republic of Ireland (ROI).
Over the past decade, the ROI has developed into one of
the most successful economies in the world. Economic
growth averages 7% per annum, and the country has
a history of low unemployment. Currently, Scott Wilson
has 20 staff based in Dublin and another 11 on sites.
Together, they provide services in transportation, property
exceeding £500 minion.

and landscape.

In 2005, the newly-<:reated Scotland & Ireland Division

Investment in the ROI is mainly shaped by two key

took responsibility for all our operations in the area and,

government policies: the National Spatial Strategy (NSS)

in October 2006, we acquired Ferguson Mcllveen, whose

and the National Development Plan (NOP). The NSS is a

additional skills and expertise have helped us to further

planning framework for the twenty-year period to 2020.

expand our presence and influence.

It aims to sustain Dublin's role as the engine of the economy
while strengthening the pulling power of other areas - bringing

Northern Ireland

people, employment and services closer together. Physical

Ferguson Mcllveen was established in Northern Ireland

infrastructure networks such as roads, public transport,

in 1922 and developed an enviable reputation in water and

energy and communications are of particular importance here.

Mention Ireland and some people will instantly think of

wastewater, healthcare, river engineering and urban design

However, it is the NOP that has the most impact on public

thatched cottages, Guinness and Irish music. These

projects. With its acquisition, Scott Wilson now has 164 staff

spending. The second NOP, running from 2007 to 2013,

pre-conceptions may hold some truth, but Ireland is also a

based in Belfast, and a satelltte office of six in Londonderry.

outlines a massive €184 billion Investment and seeks to

modern and thriving country, one that has experienced

Disciplines include archttecture, landscape architecture and

encourage further interest from the private sector.

unprecedented economic growth over the past decade.

town planning, as well as civil and structural engineering.

The phrase "Celtic Tiger" has become synonymous with a

Consequently, €54 billion of the NOP has been allocated

Public spending in Northern Ireland is shaped by the

for economic infrastructure, including almost €33 billion for
transport and €8 billion for energy. Other areas of interest will

booming, cash-rich environment full of business opportunities.

Investment Strategy for Northern Ireland (ISNI) and the

And Northern Ireland has also changed out of all recognition,

departmental policies that stem from it. ISNI was launched

include the €5 billion investment on health infrastructure and

thanks to the improved political situation and significant public

in 2005 with a 10-year programme outlining plans for

a € 5 billion budget for the modernisation of schools.

sector investment.

£14.4 billion of investment. Eleven central government

Scott Wilson has worked there for some 40 years. In the

bodies deliver the improvements, though the size of the

The future

Republic, a Dublin office was established in 2000 to target

investment is seen as a minimum. There are signs that

While our Scotland and Ireland Division's day-to-day

transportation and property projects. In Northern Ireland,

further funds may be released depending on political

operations are led by board members Susan Briggs in Dublin

an informal joint venture was established with Ferguson

developments and Scott Wilson is already involved in a

and Lowry Manson, Gordon Clarke and Sam Phillips

Mcllveen in 1998 with the aim of supporting the province's

number of road development, healthcare, water and

in Belfast, they have also set up a strategy group to capttalise

numerous road building programmes. The partnership has so

education programmes.

on the opportunities presented in these thriving economies.

Making waves in the Gulf
New Bahrain office shows just how the Gulf is thriving
Scott Wilson has been active in the Gulf region for many

assisting a consortium that is one of only two bidders for

years. Our Dubai office was established over 20 years ago

a major railway link in Saudi. It's a lot of work, which is why

and has seen great success, predominantly in the maritime

we're now approaching 100 staff - and are looking to grow

sector. However, with a portfolio covering high-rise buildings,

to almost 800 over the next five years.

a sports stadium, roads and general infrastructure, they are

The whole region is vibrant with development - it's said

considered a strong player in a number of other markets too.

that 25% of the world's tower cranes are in Dubai. Abu Dhabi

In the past two years, we have opened a new office

is foBowing, in terms of investing on the back of high oil

in Bahrain. Initially, the office supported the "seahorse

prices and a realisation that petro-dollars need to be used

project", but their work now includes other large property

properly so the country can maintain a stable, wealthy

developments, such as the new National Assembly

economy when the oil runs out However, the real sleeping

(Parliament) Building and Lulu Island - a mini palm Island.

giant of the region is Saudi Arabia. With a GDP that exceeds

We are active in all the Gulf states, with a major road project

the rest of the Gulf States put together, it's an area that could

and a thermal power project in Kuwatt, tourism and port work

provide the biggest growth in the years to come.

250,000 people). Plus, there is the infrastructure that will

in Oman, airports and traffic planning in Qatar, and master

Projects vary, from all aspects of transportation (road, rail,

support these developments (water, power, communications).

planning tourism developments in Saudi Arabia. We are also

air and sea) to property (master planning new cities for

Quite simply, there's something for everyone at Scott Wilson.
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OUTSPOKEN
The challenges for marketing
in a pie environment
Patricia Vickers, Corporate Development Director
The sole purpose of marketing is to get more people to buy

competitors; and (d) an appreciation of what can be gained

more of your products or services, more frequently, and for

from repositioning strategies.

more money. This demands proven commercial marketing

If further proof were needed of marketing's power,

concepts and tools that open paths to customer and corporate

its rising importance in the not-for-profit sector (despite

profitability, and influence the organisational environment.

traditional hostility due to its natural affinity with profitability)

The most commonly used tools are the marketing
planning process, market research, segmentation, branding,

In a pie environment, meeting financial targets, and other
no~nomic objectives like corporate

reputation, are the sole

'raison d'etre' of the business. These can only be achieved,
and the 'war' won, through a solid marketing strategy.

represents a major breakthrough - and shows marketing
can deliver against diverse targets.

marketing alliances, PR and other marketing communications.
Amongst those tools, competitive intelligence is the most
powerful because no business is an island - there are always
other organisations offering similar products and services.
These competitors' objectives are the same: to grow, make
money and succeed. Effectively, businesses are at war fighting for the same resource and battling to grow their
market share. It's crucial to understand how the enemy
thinks. Competitive intelligence collects this information, but
more importantly, it helps us produce strategies capable
of countering any adverse competitor actions.
For many organisations however, marketing only covers
communications. While this attitude will help businesses sell
a better story to potential and existing customers, this is only
one element of the marketing mix. When customers are
placed at the centre of all strategies and plans, it's easier
to achieve business and corporate goals. This mindset
broadens the role of marketing well beyond its traditional
domain of communications.
So is marketing an investment or an expense? Without

"If you know your enemy
and yourself,
you will
win every
battle"
•

Sun Tzu, the Art of War

a doubt, in a pie environment, marketing effectiveness
is fundamental to stock market valuations, which often rest
upon aggressive assumptions for customer acquisitions and
organic growth.
Yet marketing, more than any other functional area, must
continually make the persuasive argument that it delivers
major benefits to the company. Marketers still face the
challenge of convincing people to take action where the
payoffs seem invisible, intangible and long-term. Invisible
benefits, such as the power of the brand, can add significant
value on the balance sheet but are often perceived as 'nice
to have if we can afford it' or 'have time to think about It'.
For example, brand and positioning research are great
examples of how marketing tools can guide activities and
strategies. Many organisations have now realised that
to face competitive pressures, they must have (a) a clear
idea of how they are perceived in the market; (b)
an understanding of how perceptions about their brand are
formed; (c) an awareness of how they differ from their

Stop press Intelligent
Transport system

In late 2006, a Transport Technology and Systems (TTS)

- including road, rail, airport and port operations. The Group

Group was set up with the ambitious aim to challenge a

has a worldwide focus , and is looking to establ ish

market in which our major competitors are already

Scott Wilson as a cutting-edge ITS (Intelligent Transport

established. Headed by Technical

Systems) service and, in tum, build relationships with system

Director Jeremy

McCluskey, there are currently four consultants who can

integrators, developers and R&D. To contact the ITS team,

apply information technology solutions to transport problems

please call Jem McCluskey on 0117 9171218.
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COMMUNITY FOCUS

The Scott Wilson Millennium Project
Helping children smile across the miles ...

What is the SWM P?
The Scott Wilson Millennium Project (SWMP) is a registered
charity (number 1108630), managed by your colleagues,

advantage of this scheme, download and complete the form on

The Christmas card prize money was combined with our

Unite (type "Give As You Earn' in the search engine) and

regular Christmas donation to the Straseni orphanage

return to your local HR representative.

to buy recreational equipment, including tents for summer

Got a project that needs
our support?

children, and the usual purchase of 200 pairs of warm
winter socks.

in order to qualify for SWMP support, projects must be:

volunteer Pamela Wootton to put on a presentation

camping trips for the older children, tricycles for the younger

your directors and your friends - any volunteers, in fact,
who want to make a difference to the children and young
people of the countries in which Scott Wilson works.
The charity focuses on relieving poverty, hardship and
distress among children in developing countries around the

•

child focused

world. All the money we raise goes direct to source.

•

small, local-run centres, orphanages or homes

No funds are lost via 3rd parties, and we witness an

•

not supported by big international charities

immediate impact, even when donations are on a small scale.

•

based in a country in which Scott Wilson works, outside
the UK.

So who are the SWMP?

We carefully consider every project. So rr you, or anyone

Our Patrons are Keith Wallace, John Nutt, Stephen Kimmell,

you know, is involved in a worthy cause, do get in touch.

Mehmet Yilmaz, Alan Brookes, Derek Holden and Roger

So please help us continue to help children smile across

Doubal; our Representatives are Caroline Hanbury, Nikki

the miles. if all 5,000 of us donated, imagine how much

Holloway, Hannah Kenyon; Becci Binks and Mike Pidgeon;

more we could do.

Christmas Card Competition

However, we're always looking for more help. If you'd like

Scott Wilson's Directors once again generously allowed the

to volunteer, contact us at millennium.project@scottwilson.com

SWMP to benefit from the sale and distribution of corporate
Christmas cards in 2006.

What do we do with your money?

We ran a competition amongst the children on the projects

Since 2000, we have raised over £32,000, the majority

we support and received over 100 entries. The winning

of which has been distributed to projects nominated by

designs were the work of the children at the Pamela Sewing

Scott Wilson employees. We have supported projects in

Centre in Sri Lanka and the Straseni Orphanage in Moldova.

15 countries on 4 continents. It's a truly global operation.

The winners were Maria (Moldova), and Anula, Razfa,

shoes, clothing, medicines,

Kumaradewa, and Jeewanthi (Sri Lanka). Each child received

playground equipment, washing machines, schoolbooks,

a prize of £50 for their winning design, which went towards

and toys. We've supplied healthcare workers with bicycles -

a personal gift for them and equipment for their centres.

We've bought food,

carbon neutral transportation to ensure rural communities

In Moldova, our local volunteer Stanlslav Chechuy used

get the care they need. And since we started, less than

the money to organise concerts for the intermediate and

1% of the money we've raised has been spent on administration.

pre-school groups, who sang and played games dressed

From 1st May 2006, 50% of all the funds SWMP raises

as characters including Father Fros~ a Snowflake and a Piglet

will be put into a school-building fund. This will go towards the
costs of building, equipping and operating a school in one of
the African countries in which Scott Wilson works.
The balance already stands at £3,000, and with your
continued support -

rr we meet our business plan target -

an

addltional £12,500 will be transferred in April 2007.
The remaining funds will go towards constructing toilet
facilities for children at Harmon's School in Jamaica,
a project brought to our attention by staff in the Railways
Division, whose N&S Manchester Mine Development project
is nearby. The Harmon School project includes replacing pit
latrines with a modern, hygienic facility connected to the
main sewerage system.
It's an initiative that sits at the cutting edge of children's
health projects - Unicef have recently begun campaigning for
more hygienic toilet facilities as they encourage children to
go to, and remain in, school.

How can I make the most of my
donations?
Don't forget, if you work in the UK you can make your
donations each month directly from your gross salary
through the Give As You Earn Scheme and save tax. To take
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ceremony for the children to receive their SWMP Certificates.
The rest provided essentials for the children, including towels
and bedding, soap and washing bowls, and exercise books
and seeds for the community garden. "This competition has
been such a big event in the children's lives," said Pamela,
"most of them have suffered a lot: the tsunami, the ongoing
war, and recently we've had huge floods that have destroyed
houses in the area. The children never fail to surprise me with
their talent and creativity - particularly when they have so little
to be inspired by."

and our Trustees are Emma Parsons, Ann Harvey and
Debra Power.

In Sri Lanka, some of the money was used by our local

In total, we raised over £1, 100 through the sale of cards
in 2006, and raised the charity's profile amongst employees
and clients alike. As Stanislav in Moldova says: "Our sincere
thanks to everyone at Scott Wilson who helped us to make
Christmas brighter for hundreds of children·.

PEOPLE FIRST

Reflections on a career
with Scott Wilson
"There's simply too much to say," says Bob McKittrick on his retirement
Richard Feynman shared the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1965

then Partner within 18 months - and the introduction of fee

for his formulation of a comprehensive theory of quantum

competition - quickly changed that. I've Jived with regular

least, I was able to play a key role in the formation of the

electrodynamics. On the morning he learnt he'd won the

change and long hours ever since. My move to Basingstoke

UK Anti-Corruption Forum.

tangible but, looking back, it has brought many rewards. Not

prize, a journalist asked him if he could say in a minute what

as COO (Europe) and then CEO (Europe) was probably the

Would I do It again? Certainly. But I would probably re-train

he had won the prize for. Feynman is reputed to have replied:

most challenging part of my career. The firm had cash flow

as a construction barrister after about ten years. What will

"Listen buddy, if I could tell you in a minute what I did,

problems and we had no option but to solve them and

I miss? The people. What will I gain? More time with my wife

it wouldn't be worth the Nobel Prize."

restructure the firm at the same time. We did so, the firm

and family who have supported me every step of the way,

I feel a bit like Feynman in being asked to describe

flourished, and that meant we could get on with the flotation.

particularly in my anti-corruption work.

39 years' of sweat and tears at Scott Wilson in a limited

My year as President of IStructE was an honour for the

So thanks for all the wonderful memories. I will avidly scan

firm and me. The value of such appointments is not always

the newspapers and technical journals for news of Scott Wilson.

number of words, but here goes.
The firm that I joined has certainly changed. It has many
more staff from all parts of the world. There are now
a multitude of technical disciplines. We operate in countries
that were simply closed to us in the 1960s. We have a large
percentage of women in the firm at all levels. And we have
expanded greatly. When Brian McKenna interviewed me
during the milk round in Glasgow in 1966, I never imagined
that I would remain with the firm for all but one of the
following 40 years.
The early days in Glasgow were a great place to learn
your trade. Good quality work; good training and supervision;
decent fees with no need to skimp on the work; superb
camaraderie. Then, seven years in Hong Kong honed
my commercial skills. It was there that Michael Guilford
taught me that you can get away with anything, provided you're
firm but pollte - and thafs still true to this day. The biggest bonus

was the very dear Chinese friends that I still have in Hong Kong.
Returning to the UK was tough. At first the pace was
nowhere near as fast However, promotion to Associate and

Let's all
enjoy the
Year of
the Pig
18th February 2007 marked the
beginning of the Year of the Pig
It's the greatest Chinese holiday: one likened to a Western

the 15th day of the New Year, commonly referred to as

2007 is predicted to be an excellent year for business.

Christmas celebration and a North American Thanksgiving

Lantern Festival or Chinese Valentine's Day. This year promises

The 'feel good' factor is in play: consumption is up, optimism

dinner rolled into one. The reunion dinner on New Year's

to be an interesting one. People born in the Year of the Pig

abounds and the Year of the Pig favours wealth creation.

Eve sparks the world's greatest migration as family members

are honest, generous, forgiving, optimistic and fun-loving.

Lefs hope that the City analysts follow the Chinese zodiac and

travel long distances within China and around the world

Yes, rather like the Western interpretation, the pig enjoys life

foresee growth in our share prices. The tolerant, peace-loving

to return home. The festivities are highlighted with sumptuous

in abundance, and can be prone to over-indulgence. Pig or

and generous pig may also help further Scott Wilson's efforts

dishes, family gatherings, red packets filled with money for the

boar people are also motivated, conscientious, full of inner

as goodwill ambassadors to the communities in which we work.

young, lion dances and the conclusion of the celebrations on

strength and courage, and willing to take on any task.

Welcome to the Year of the Pig - it's going to be a great one.
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PEOPLE FIRST

Chinese New Year - A selection of pictures taken by our employees in China and Hong Kong
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